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Introduction  

If you are following financial news then you know there are signs that a global 
recession may occur in the near future. The past ten years have represented a 
long cycle of economic growth and even if a recession doesn’t begin this year, it 
is increasingly likely to occur in the next 12 to 18 months. This paper lists 
actions investors can take to prepare for the impending recession. 

 
CURRENT SIGNS OF A POSSIBLE GLOBAL RECESSION 

 
 Inverted Yield Curves in US, Hong Kong, Mexico, Canada, Nigeria, UK 

Singapore, New Zealand, Japan, Ireland, Norway, Denmark, Germany 
and Switzerland 

 Negative 3-month Government Bond Yields in Switzerland, Netherlands, 
Germany, Denmark, Belgium, France, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Italy, 
Malta, Japan, and Ireland 

 US Federal Reserve, European Central Bank, Bank of England, Bank of 
Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Brazil, Russia, India, China, Hong Kong, 
Korea, South Africa, Turkey and Mexico are all cutting rates 

 Analysts expect 4 to 5 more US Fed rate cuts by the end of 2020 
 ISM Manufacturing index is below 50 in the US with similar results around 

the globe 
 Gold prices are surging 
 Prices of defensive stocks such as utilities, real estate and consumer 

staples are rising 
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Signs of a possible recession keep stacking up and getting harder and harder to 
refute. It’s natural and inevitable that we will experience a recession sooner or 
later with trends indicating it may be sooner than later. How can a smart savvy 
investor prepare so they are not caught off guard?  
 
These are four simple steps you and your qualified and trusted advisor can 
follow: 
1. Get Organized 
2. Get Educated 
3. Make a Plan 
4. Stick to the Plan 
 
When an investor has a plan and sticks to the plan, the ride tends to be more 
comfortable, and when the ride is more comfortable, it becomes easier to stay 
invested. However, studies show even the most logical investors must beware 
of their own emotions taking over and wrecking a well-designed plan. Let’s dive 
deeper into each step and end with some cautionary words. 
 

STEP 1 GET ORGANIZED 
 
Waiting until the recession hits to figure out if you are prepared for a recession is 
like waiting until you are in the eye of a hurricane to figure out if you have food, 
water, fuel, toiletries and clean clothes. Too little, too late. 
 
A simple way to get organized is to create a Net Worth Statement of your assets 
and liabilities, and a Cash Flow Plan for your income (or budget).  
 
The Net Worth Statement will give you a very real and clear picture of your 
financial situation by identifying all of your assets and liabilities. While you are at 
it, check the terms and interest rate on any debt you have. Pre-recession is a 
good time to prioritize paying off high interest rate and variable interest rate 
debt. It may also be a good time to refinance your home with a fixed interest rate 
mortgage as rates are falling.  
 
The Cash Flow Plan will help you categorize discretionary and non-discretionary 
spending. Pre-recession is a good time to reallocate discretionary spending in 
order to pay off debt and build cash reserves. The cash reserves can help you 
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weather any emergencies or provide new money to put in the market when the 
market is down. 
 

STEP 2 GET EDUCATED 
 
If you took Economics in high school or college, you may remember that the four 
stages in the economic cycle are expansion, peak, contraction and trough.  A 
recession occurs during an economic cycle contraction and generally comes 
about when there is a widespread drop in spending.  
 
Let’s briefly go through the stages of the economic cycle one at a time. 
Expansion is characterized by low but increasing inflation, low but increasing 
interest rates, high unused capacity and low inventory. The peak is 
characterized by moderate inflation, moderate interest rates, moderate unused 
capacity and moderate levels of inventory. During contraction (recall this is 
when recessions take place) we experience higher inflation, higher interest 
rates, lower unused capacity and higher inventory. Next is the trough which is 
characterized by decreasing inflation, lower interest rates, increased unused 
manufacturing capacity and decreasing inventory.  
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Aspects of the economy that go through cycles include, but are not limited to, 
the housing market, unemployment rates, interest rates, the stock market, 
income tax rates and inflation. Recognizing the cyclical nature of these and 
working with a qualified and trusted advisor can help you prepare, stay calm and 
make more informed decisions as you ride this economic roller coaster. 
 

STEP 3 MAKE A PLAN 
 
I’m a big proponent of buckets. It’s a metaphorical way of separating and 
categorizing things. To prepare for the next economic recession, divide your 
financial needs into three buckets: Emergency, Short-Term Needs, and Long-
Term Goals. What is important about these three buckets are two things: how 
much is in them and how they are invested. 
 
Bucket #1 Emergency 
There are all sorts of unexpected but not uncommon events that can result in a 
significant financial burden to one’s household finances. It can be maintenance 
related, health related or income related. Financially preparing for an emergency 
such as these is most often done by establishing and maintaining an emergency 
fund kept in a checking or savings account that can be accessed without delay, 
penalty, incurring debt or selling off investments. A common rule of thumb is to 
have 6 months to 2 years of non-discretionary living expenses in your 
emergency fund. The right amount for your household will depend on your 
situation: risk tolerance, number of working adults, level of income security, 
condition of home, auto and health, etc. 
 
A home equity line of credit (HELOC) or some other form of credit can be a 
valuable option to supplement one’s emergency fund. You can be approved for 
a HELOC without actually borrowing any money. Most mortgage companies will 
allow creditworthy borrowers to borrow up to 85% of their home value. A 
HELOC has a variable interest rate and functions more like a credit card with an 
expiration date - usually 5 or 10 years after the line of credit is established. This 
is known as the draw period because you can draw on the line of credit anytime 
during that period without requalifying for the loan. HELOCs generally have 
lower interest rates than other types of credit since your home is acting as 
collateral. On the flip side, HELOCs tend to have a higher minimum monthly 
payment than other lines of credit. A word of caution - if you are unable to make 
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your minimum monthly payment on your HELOC, you risk losing your home to 
your mortgage creditor. 
 

 

 
 
Bucket #2 Short-Term Needs 
Everyone has their own idea of what is considered short-term. I like to see my 
clients keep at least 3 to 5 years’ worth of planned withdrawals from their 
investment accounts in more conservative investments such as money markets, 
short-term CD’s and high-quality short-term fixed income securities. For people 
with a very low risk tolerance, it may make sense for them to keep as much as 8 
years of planned withdrawals in a mix of these more conservative investments. 
The risk here is that these types of investments may not keep up with inflation 
so it’s important the investor and their qualified and trusted advisor understand 
the potential impact to their long-term financial goals. 
 

 

Example #1: Chris and Amy are a young married couple in their 30’s with two children. They 
both work outside the home, have some student loans, a car loan and a mortgage on their 
home. They have some cash in their savings account that is equivalent to 3 months of non-
discretionary living expenses. If one of them lost their job and they didn’t have daycare 
expenses, they could stretch their savings out to 6 months or more.  They bought their home 
almost ten years ago and have a home equity line of credit for additional emergency 
coverage. 

Example #2: John and Mindy are a retired couple in their 70’s. Their income sources are social 
security, John’s corporate pension and Mindy’s government pension. They have cash in a 
savings account that is equivalent to 6 months of living expenses. They also have several 
hundred thousand in a CD ladder in a taxable investment account where a $25,000 CD 
matures every 3 months. If they don’t need the money when a CD matures, they reinvest the 
funds in another 3-year CD. 

Example #1: Chris and Amy are the same young couple as before. The only investments they 
have are in their retirement accounts and college savings accounts for their kids that their 
parents contribute to. They do not plan to make any withdrawals from these accounts for at 
least ten years. 
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Bucket #3 Long-Term Goals 
Now that the investor has made arrangements for emergencies and planned 
withdrawals from their investment accounts, they can invest the balance of their 
portfolio with a long-term perspective. An investor’s mix of equities and fixed 
income investments is set by their comfort level with volatility, their time horizon 
and their specific goals for investing. 
 

 

 

 

Example #1: Chris and Amy are the same young couple as before. The only investments they 
have are in their retirement accounts and college savings accounts for their kids. They have 
determined how much they need to invest each month, the rate of return they anticipate and 
the asset allocation they will use in order to achieve their long-term goals of paying for their 
children’s college expenses and providing for their own retirement income. In their case, they 
have elected to allocate 80% of their investment accounts to a diversified portfolio of stock 
funds and 20% to a diversified portfolio of bond funds. 

Example #2: John and Mindy are the same retired couple as before. They have a taxable 
investment account and several retirement accounts. Their long-term goal for their taxable 
investment account is two-fold. First, they have several hundred thousand in a CD ladder 
with a $25,000 CD maturing every 3 months in case they need it for home repair, auto 
repair/replacement, healthcare needs, etc.  They do not anticipate any of these expenses 
near-term but are prepared just in case. Second, the balance of their taxable account is 
invested for dividend income. This portion of their account includes a diversified portfolio of 
stocks that have a history of increasing dividends. In their retirement accounts, the balance of 
their portfolio (outside the money market and CD ladder for upcoming RMD’s) is invested 
with 60% in a diversified portfolio of stock funds and 40% in a diversified portfolio of bond 
funds. 

Example #2: John and Mindy are the same retired couple as before. They have a taxable 
investment account and several retirement accounts. They take the dividends from their 
taxable investment account as income but otherwise do not anticipate withdrawing from this 
account. The only withdrawals they plan to make from their retirement accounts are to meet 
their required minimum distribution (RMD) requirements. They worked with their financial 
advisor to estimate how much their RMD will be over the next 3 to 5 years. They have placed 
2 years’ worth of RMD in a money market and the balance in a 3-year CD ladder with one 
year’s worth maturing each year for the next 3 years. 
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STEP 4 STICK TO THE PLAN 
 
When an investor has an emergency fund in place and their short-term financial 
needs in very conservative investments, it’s easier to stay invested during 
market downturns.  
 
Less conservative investors may see contraction and troughs as an opportunity. 
They actually look forward to market downturns. They recognize recessions as 
an opportunity to potentially leap frog their wealth by buying while the market is 
down. They can do this with new money or by re-balancing their existing 
portfolio. For example, if their portfolio pre-recession was 80% equity and 20% 
fixed income (80/20 mix), during a recession it may look more like 65% equity 
and 35% fixed income. The investor can re-balance to an 80/20 mix by selling 
fixed income and buying equity. The investor must take trading expenses and 
capital gains tax into consideration where applicable. 
 
More aggressive investors may go a step further and look at pre-recession as a 
time to speculate on investments that have historically outperformed during 
contractions and troughs. The challenge here is that it’s only through hindsight 
that economists can say for certain when a period was pre-recession. 
Additionally, not every recession looks the same. An investment that did well 
during one economic contraction and trough may not do as well during the next.  
 

 
INVESTOR CAUTION 
 
Dalbar, Incorporated is a leading independent organization that evaluates 
investor performance versus common indexes. Every year, they issue a report1 
to show the returns of investors versus the indexes such as the S&P 500 Index 
and the Barclays Aggregate Bond Index. In the period from the end of 1998 
through the end of 2018, the average equity investor only made about 57% of 
the S&P500 Index return.  The average fixed income investor did even worse, 
making only 3% of the Barclay’s Aggregate Bond Index return. The driving force 
behind the gap is investor behavior – diving into the market at the top and fleeing 
at the bottom. 
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The je ne sais quoi of successful investing is working with a qualified and trusted 
financial advisor to provide expertise and objectivity. As more and more 
Americans are planning on living in retirement for 20 to 30 years and relying on 
their own investments for retirement income, financial advisors aren’t just for the 
wealthy anymore. A Vanguard research2 shows that a qualified and trusted 
advisor not only adds peace of mind, but also may add around 3 percentage 
points of value in net portfolio returns over time through: 
 

1. Portfolio construction (0-1.2%) – your advisor can work with you to 
create a diversified portfolio aligned with your financial goals, time 
horizon and comfort with market volatility while ensuring you don’t pay 
too much for investments or in taxes on investment returns. 
 

2. Behavioral coaching (1.5%) – your advisor has the expertise, time, 
technology and coaching skills to evaluate your portfolio, and help you 
plan for and get through tough market conditions. 
 

3. Wealth management (0-1.05%) – your advisor can manage your 
portfolio to achieve your long-term objectives, reduce risk and limit the 
taxes you will pay. 

 
The biggest value a qualified and trusted advisor can provide is behavioral 
coaching, most importantly during periods of market volatility when many 
investors want to try to time the market and during downturns when many 
investors flee the market and lock in their losses.  
 
To sum up, now is the time to get organized, get educated, make a plan and 
stick to the plan in order to prevent unnecessary hardship and losses. Even if 
we are years away from the next recession, these actions are smart for any 
investor to take at any time during the economic cycle. If we are indeed heading 
into a recession then taking these actions may enable you to leap frog your 
wealth by the time we come out of it. 
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The Pre-Recession Playbook for Investors is for educational and informational 
purposes only. It does not constitute as personal advice. It does not claim the 
strategies and information presented will result in profit and may result in losses. 
For personal advice, contact Fran McKay, CFP®, AAMS®, CRPC® directly at 
fran@catalystwealthplanning.com or seek out the advice of a qualified and 
trusted advisor.  
 
1 Source: Dalbar Investing Study, 2014 Capital Group 
https://www.capitalgroup.com/advisor/pdf/shareholder/ingefl-050_dalbar.pdf 
 
2 Source: The Added Value of Financial Advisors, 2014 The Vanguard Group 
https://static.twentyoverten.com/the-added-value-of-financial-advisors.1465329922518.pdf 
 
Securities offered through Securities America, Inc. Member FINRA/SIPC.  Advisory services 
offered through Securities America Advisors, Inc. Catalyst Wealth Planning LLC and 
Securities America are separate entities.  Securities America and its representatives do not 
provide tax or legal advice; therefore, it is important to coordinate with your tax or legal 
advisor regarding your specific situation. 
 


